Explore ancient Greek thought and its ongoing legacy. Focusing on the nature of the individual and the character of moral and political thought grounded in the polis, the course will include readings from Homer, Aeschylus, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics, as well as Orthodox Christian theorists and contemporary Greek thinkers.

DATES: April 18 through May 13, 2021 (Block 8)

CONTACT: Prof. Dennis McEnnerney & Professor Jonathan Lee

DESTINATION INFORMATION: Program highlights include visits to renowned archaeological sites in Athens, Mycenae, Epidavros, and Delphi, as well as the island of Lesbos.

ACADEMIC INFORMATION: This course can be counted towards the Philosophy major's ancient Greek philosophy requirement (in lieu of PH101 or PH233). It also satisfies either the Historical Perspectives or the Analysis & Interpretation of Meaning requirements in the new General Education program.

PROGRAM FEE: $3,500, includes housing, transportation in Greece, all excursions, visits and tours, and international travel health insurance.

FEE DOES NOT INCLUDE: Airfare to/from Athens, and meals while abroad. Estimated cost is $2,000. This cost is calculated into all financial aid awards.

For full consideration for aid apply on Summit by February 21.